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the end considerably, and autographed favourites were going
for 35. and even 2s. 6d. Habit of women of squealing out in
ecstasy over name of a book, and then refusing even to consider
the purchase of it. Perhaps they were so startled to find that
they recognised a title.
News of Kitchener's drowning came at noon on first day.
His sister Mrs. Parker was at M.'s stall, but she had left before
it came. The rumour in the afternoon that Kitchener was saved
roused cheers, again and again. . . . The Fair did not agree
very well with my advertised descriptions of it but it went
excellently despite weather, and refreshments were fairly well
managed. They took £800 of silver alone in car to Bank on
first night, and 4 or 5 men were counting hard all day.
Mo-tiday, June izth.
Brig.-Gen. Y. dined here last night. He has been a soldier all
over the Empire. He said: "I wonder whether they'll give
votes to soldiers after the war. . . . The men who do the bulk
of the work of the Empire never get a vote because they're always
away. Kitchener, Curzon, Mttner never could exercise their
votes before they were lords," etc. This was quietly said, but
meant. It certainly gave a point of view. It showed a feeling.
Of course Y. is in favour of all fit men of military age joining,
and thinks Tribunals ridiculous. But he is very quiet over it.
Equally, of course, he sees only the military argument. He has
no imagination, no prophetic view, no wish for a better England,
except militarily. But he must have done a certain amount of
work in his time.
Friday, June i.6th.
London yesterday. Spender told us some funny stories of his
personal relations with the Kaiser. He said that in a talk about
theology, the K. insisted that Boyd Carpenter was our greatest
theologian.
In the railway carriages of the G.E.R., after 22^ months of
war, they have at last got notices warning about spies and over-
heard conversations.
Tuesday, June zjth.
Sissie left last Thursday morning with us for London. On
Thursday Le Bas and Kindersley (Director of Bank of England)

